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JSE Power Hour: Three Ramaphosa Rally Recovery Stocks

As South Africa emerges from the Zuma era, we have 
seen a small resurgence in the SA economy. But 
negativity and pessimism remain pervasive.

Nevertheless, if President Ramaphosa is able to bring 
back economic growth to the pre Zuma average, 
certain sectors and stocks are set to benefit more 
than others. Luckily, the local market has yet to 
respond to this changing economic reality. This allows 
investors to buy in while valuations remain cheap.

At this JSE Power Hour we will show you:

• How growth suffered under Zuma vs the historic 
average,

• The potential for GDP growth to ramp up in the 
aftermath,

• Which sectors and stocks will benefit the most.

Join Rand Swiss’ Viv Govender and Gary Booysen to see 
how you can position your portfolio to “capture” your 
slice of the recovery.
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It’s becoming harder and harder, when 
analysing the numbers objectively and 
clinically, to come to any conclusion 
other than that the JSE is not the wealth 
generator it used to be. 

If it’s in the press… It is in the price

And the outlook, in my view, is not 
going to change very soon. In fact, it 
could easily get worse. The current 
bout of horrific returns, in both real 
and relative terms, is bound to 
continue for a long time. – Magnus 
Heystek
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So how did we get here?

And what do the 
numbers actually say?

Over to market analyst 
and wealth expert: 

Viv Govender.
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SA Statistics

• 0.56% of global GDP.

• Local index dominated by small 
number of firms.

• Lack of important sectors.
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Tech Trends

• Bio Tech – CRISPR.

• Automation/Artificial Intelligence 
and the 4th Industrial Revolution.

• Sector Disruption – Media, retail, 
banking, transport.
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Global Growth Next Decade
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Your move

• Property as a class
• Inequality
• Stickiness

Land -> Labour -> Capital
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Options 

• Liquidity

• Diversification 

• Protection 
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Practical moves to 
make (given the macro-

economic picture)

Over to Portfolio 
Manager, Gary Booysen
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How to take your cash offshore

Your Bank R1 million SDA
R10 million FIA

• R10+ million special 
SARB approval

For more visit: https://www.randswiss.com/offshore/

https://www.randswiss.com/offshore/
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A bit on Portfolio Management

Global portfolio (USD): Total return of 
41.39% in USD compared to world 
benchmark which has delivered 
28.72% since September 2015.

For more visit: https://www.randswiss.com/research/

https://www.randswiss.com/research/
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The Bidvest Group Limited is a services, trading and 
distribution company. The company operates in the areas 
of consumer and industrial products, electrical products, 
financial services, fishing and materials handling, freight 
management, outsourced hard and soft services, travel 
and aviation services and automotive retailing. Its 
segments include Bidvest South Africa, Bidvest Namibia 
and Bidvest Corporate. The Bidvest South Africa segment 
operates in divisions, including automotive, commercial 
products, electrical, financial services, freight, office and 
print, and services. The Bidvest Namibia segment 
operates under two holding companies: Bidvest Namibia 
Fisheries Holdings, which is focused on the fishing 
industry, and Bidvest Namibia Commercial Holdings, 
which offers freight, logistics, marine services and 
material handling; food and distribution, and commercial 
and industrial services. The Bidvest Corporate segment 
operates under properties, and corporate and 
investments divisions.

Stock Pick #1: Bidvest Group
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Investment Case: Bidvest Group

BVT (TP R215) - HEPS guidance range is +10%-12%, we 
are looking for +12% so at the top of the range.

Consensus is a few cents behind (+11%), so also in the 
range. Our number of 1230cps (diluted) equals about 
1236cps on a pre-dilution basis, vs guidance range of 
1219cps – 1241cps. We prefer to take into account 
acquisition costs, which are removed in BVT’s normalised
HEPS number. 

Summary: Bang in line, no real impact, but does highlight 
the defensive and predictable nature of the stock. - Investec 
Derivatives
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Nedbank Group Limited is a financial services provider. 
The company's principal banking subsidiary is Nedbank 
Limited. The company provides wholesale and retail 
banking services, and insurance, asset management and 
wealth management offerings. The company's segments 
include Nedbank Group, Nedbank Corporate and 
Investment Banking, Nedbank Retail and Business 
Banking, Nedbank Wealth, Rest of Africa, and Centre. 
Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking offers a 
range of transactional, corporate, investment banking 
and markets solutions. Nedbank Retail offers a range of 
banking and assurance products and services. The 
business banking portfolio offers a range of commercial 
banking products. Nedbank Wealth provides a range of 
financial services through approximately three divisions 
of Wealth Management, Asset Management and 
Insurance. The Rest of Africa business is responsible for 
the company's banking operations and expansion 
activities in the rest of Africa.

Stock Pick #2: Nedbank Ltd
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Investment Case: Nedbank Ltd

Nedbank Group Ltd (NED SJ) - A beat and a credible set of 
numbers:

Nedbank (BUY) reported credible 1H18 diluted HEPS growth of c.26%, better than 
both ours (c.24%) and consensus (c.20%) where expecting. This is toward the top 
end of the trading statement guided range. As expected Ecobank is the main driver of 
the "stellar" results - however the biggest positive surprise was that Nedbank ex-ETI 
saw positive JAWS. As slow revenue growth was offset by good cost control. Unlike 
ABG yesterday, our first take of NED's impairments is in line with expectations. ROE 
improved to c.17%, better than the c.16% we had penciled in or the c.15% consensus 
expected. Would expect the news to be taken well by the market today.

• Revenue growth was weak at c.4%, less than the c.6% we expected.
• NIM expanded from 3.62 (FY17) to 3.67% slightly more than we expected but 

offset by poor loan growth.
• NIR grew faster than NII (c.3% and c.4% respectively)
• Costs is the big surprise at c.3%, significantly better than the c.7% we expected.
• CLR came in at 53bps, bellow the TTC range of 60-100bps (despite the tough 

macro) due to high quality credit in both RBB & CIB. – Investec Derivatives
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The Eurostoxx50 Digital Equity Structured Product (“ESP”) 

is a financial instrument listed on the Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange Limited (“JSE”). The instrument represents the 

investor’s right to a basket of Sygnia ITRIX EuroStoxx50 

exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) (“Basket”) listed on the 

JSE which tracks the Euro Stoxx 50® Index (“Index”), and 

to an Over-The-Counter (“OTC”) Put option over the 

Basket which provides the enhanced return. Investors 

forego any rights to receive dividends during the 

investment term and are compensated for this by means 

of the Put option strike price.

Pick #3: Eurostoxx 50 Digital ESP

• 3 year and one week investment linked 

to Euro Stoxx 50® Index .

• 59% return in Rands should the index 

return be zero or positive (circa 16.6% 
effective annual rate of return).

• 100% capital protected in rands at 

maturity if index is negative.

• Minimum investment R100,000.

• Liquidity available on early exits.
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How does it work?
• A three year and one week investment linked to an increase 
in the level of the Euro Stoxx 50® Index. 
• Fixed 59% return in rands should the index return be zero or 
positive, circa 16.6% effective annual rate of return.
• The performance of the investment is provided by Investec 
Bank Limited*. 
• 100% capital protected in rands at maturity. 
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What about the currency?
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What’s coming up soon?

For more visit: https://www.randswiss.com/protect/

Bonus Pick #4: Fully-Offshore Growth ESP

https://www.randswiss.com/protect/
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The structured payoff
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Thank you for attending

www.randswiss.com

+27 11 781 4454

Questions

http://www.randswiss.com/
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Who we are and what we do?

• We are a private boutique 
broker.

• Registered Financial Services 
Provider FSP 45837.

• Network and partnership with 
major local and international 
banks.

• Philosophy to displace the 
middle man and give direct 
market access locally and 
offshore.

• Stockbroking, research, 
bespoke portfolios, online 
trading.



How to open an account

• Complete the T&Cs on your account. You’ll find a copy of the Rand Swiss mandate in your workshop pack.
• Hand the completed document to a Rand Swiss representative.
• Or scan and email your mandate to info@randswiss.com. 
• Or fax it to: +27 86 272 2047.

Step 1: Sign your Investment Mandate

• A Certified Copy of your ID
• Proof of Residential Address (Utility bill, Lease Agreement, etc.)
• Proof of Bank Account (Statement no older than three months.)
• Proof of a Tax number (Any letter from SARS with your Tax number.)

Step 2: Gather the required FICA

• Once we have all your documents you’ll receive an approval email with your log in, password and details on 
how to fund your account.

• As soon as your funds are cleared, they’ll be loaded and you’ll be ready to start trading!

Step 3: Link and fund your account
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Disclaimer

All information and opinions provided are of a general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. We are not acting and do not purport 
to act in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. No one should act upon such information or opinion without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of a 
particular situation. Any representation or opinion is provided for information purposes only.

The views, opinions, recommendations and articles are thoroughly researched but we disclaim all liability for any inaccuracies or omissions found or for losses made. We endeavour to 
provide accurate and timely information but make no representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information and 
opinions. We do not undertake to update, modify or amend the information on a frequent basis or to advise any person if such information subsequently becomes inaccurate. No 
guarantee is given as to the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness thereof, it being understood that we are not your financial adviser or fiduciary.

You are cautioned to ensure that you have made an independent decision in accordance with your own objectives, experience, operational and financial resources and any other 
appropriate factors including independent professional advice. Remember: Never invest more than you can afford to spare. The value of any investment and the income derived from it can 
go down as well as up.

Any views or opinions presented within this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of RAND SWISS(PTY) LTD, unless otherwise specifically 
stated. The content of this message does not constitute Investment Advice.  This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute advice or a recommendation towards 
any services or strategies.

RISK WARNING: Our service include products that are traded on margin and carry a high degree of risk to your capital. It is possible to incur losses that exceed your initial investment. You 
should ensure you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary. To read our full risk disclosure statement please click here.

RAND SWISS (PTY) LTD is an authorised financial services provider and is regulated by the South African Financial Service Board under license number 45837. 

Authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP 45837)


